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Ref Code Description GPS (12 fig)

101 B

102 B

103 B

104 B
105 B *

106 B

107 B

109 B

110 B
111 B Curvilinear line of stones abutting126

112 B *
113 B

114 B *
115 B Curvilinear earth bank with few exposed stones *
116 B Indistinct earth bank *

117 B *

118 B *

119 B *
120 B *
121 B Linear earth bank with exposed limestone *
122 B  Break of slope - natural?

Code:      B = Bank        E = Enclosure       L = Lynchet       M = Mound        P =  Platform        W = Boundary Wall
Dimensions (mts)

Same as 
Ref

Not on AP 
Map

Curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone extends to boulder 
136 (not as AP)
Large curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone (with kink 
near boundary wall, not on AP)

Large curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone - abutts 102
Curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone - abutts 102 
(Shown as linear on AP)
Curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone -not on AP
Linear earth bank with exposed limestone - abutting 102 then 
turning NE to abutt 110 
Curvilinear earth bank with some exposed limestone. Natural 
break of slope to E. Turns NE - then linear - slight break of slope 
to E - abutts 110
Linear earth bank with exposed limestone abutts 107. Does not 
appear to continue through BW as per AP
Curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone (not linear as AP) 
abutts 126. Less distinct at S end between 106 &125. Bank 
running NE outside BW is not a continuation of BW

Sub-circular earth bank with BW running through middle.  Spring 
fed pond? Not shown on AP
Curvilinear earth bank - ends 20m short of BW (not as AP)
Linear earth bank -does not appear to continue as far as modern 
track

Large curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone - break of 
slope (lynchet?) to SE.
Large linear/curvilinear earth bank with exposed stone - turns NW 
- abutts113
Large slightly curvilinear earth bank with break of slope (lynchet?) 
to SE.  Not parallel banks as shown on AP
Linear EB stops 6m short of 101 (not as per AP)
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123 B

124 B

125 B
126 B Line of stones abutting 110

127 B
128 B

129 B

130 B

131 B

132 B

133 B

134 B
135 B
200 B

203 B Low, wide isolated linear feature
205 B

206 B Linear feature with small mound or cairn at Eastern end (ref '207')

212 B Very faint linear feature following natural line of top of slope
217 B Linear earthwork - boundary? 
218 B

219 B Point where linear feature '218' becomes very indistinct.

Large curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone - break of 
slope (lynchet?) to W. Does not continue to 102 as per AP
Low D shaped earth bank with exposed limestone. Abutts 102 
and 106 
Earth bank with pronounced break of slope (lynchet?) to SE. 1st 
10mts from 110 v. indistinct

Indistinct linear earth bank with few exposed stones. Abutts 113 
and mound 145
Indistinct linear earth bank - abutts 117 & 129

Earth bank  NE/SW axis = distinct, cuvilinear with exposed stone. 
 NW/SE axis = less distinct & linear - stops 3m short of 115.
Linear earth bank with break of slope (lynchet?) toSE. Abutts 
mound146
Large linear earth bank with few exposed stones - abutts 113 & 
125
Linear earth bank with exposed limestone  and prominent break 
of slope to S. Abutts 123 & 125. Turns rt. Angle at SW corner 
Curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone. Slight break of 
slope to SW. Abutts 113 & 119
Linear earth bank with exposed limestone. Slight kink mid way 
along. Abutts 133 & 101Large slightly curvilinear earth bank with exposed limestone. 
Break of slope to SE (lynchet?). Abutts 101 and mound 148
Defines terrace edge, steeper bank towards lower ground on SW 
side

Linear feature - wide and low containing some larger stones 
(diameter - 0.5m). Spread of tumble is wide at higher, SE end. 
Feature is broken by a gap with an adjacent mound of stones (ref 
'209')

Boundary? following natural (?) bank top. Large boulders have 
tumbled down slope on Eastern side. Small break in '218' where 
'217' joins'
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221 B √

224 B Substantial linear and curving feature with wide area of tumble
227 B Linear feature crossed at western end by modern track
230 B √

231 B

232 B

233 B Short spur forming an acute angled corner with '231'
235 B Linear feature broken up by two intersecting modern tracks
241 B √

250 B Linear feature - well defined embankment 

271 B
301 B Snaking bank running from area of boulder curve
304 B Junction of banks not clear on map *
311 B
317 B Complex enclosure feature and banks
326 B Linear bank running n/e
327 B Linear bank running n/e
328 B Linear bank running n/e
329 B Linear bank running n/w
330 B Linear bank running n/e
331 B Linear bank running n/e
332 B Linear bank running n/e adjacent to quarry/kiln
333 B Linear bank running n/e
335 B Erratic bank running n/e from triangular enclosure
338 B Erratic bank running n/w in enclosure 337

408 B 5m 0.5m

Linear feature not connected to '220' as shown on map. Gap of 
approx 8m. '221' is not very distinct. Has a spread of tumble over 
2 or 3m. Extends further to the Southeast than map indicates.

Junction of linear features. Gap as shown on map not seen on 
the ground
Wide, substantial linear feature which includes curves along its 
length. Other adjacent, straight embankments respect this feature

Junction of '231' and high, wide wall to Northeast of '225' 
enclosure

Embankment lying east of large cairn. Northern end has a row of 
large stones forming a curving 'edge'

Stony bank running SE-NW at 90° from hollow-way  - wall line not 
very clear on the ground at SE end. Wall ends short of wall 273, 
leaving gap - see 272 

2 sections of indistict banking

Rounded earth and stone linear bank which continues beyond 
the boundary wall.
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414 B 1.5m

419 B 4m 0.5-1.5m

423 B 5m 1-1.5m

424 B 5m 1-1.5m
429 B Rounded earth and stone bank abuts 427, not as map. 7m 1m

432 B 5m 1m

434 B 6m 0.5-1.0m

439 B 1m 0.5m

443 B Earth and stone bank bordering the eastern side of track way 433 5m 0.5m

459 B 5m 0.75m

Low rounded earth and stone linear bank fades out just short of 
415,not as shown on AP map.
Rounded earth and stone linear bank which is robbed out next 
wall 405 but does appear to continue beyond it. There is a break 
NE of it's interface with lynchet 415 and there are more visible 
stones in the length which bounds enclosure 421
Earth and stone linear bank with flattish top higher towards the 
NW end

Earth and stone linear bank in line with 414 and forming a corner 
with 423 which possibly overlies it Bank 424 abuts lynchet 427.

Rounded earth and stone bank, probably an extension of 434.It 
abuts the end of lynchet 427.Bank 423 appears to overlie it.
Wide well rounded earth and stone linear bank which continues 
beyond wall 405 but has been robbed out either side of it. There 
is a small tractor track break along it's length and a larger break 
for a modern track at the eastern end
Low rounded earth and stone linear bank curving slightly to the 
north at it's eastern end

Broad earth and stone linear bank with a flattish top which 
appears to extend lynchet 454
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